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Abstract: Motivated by the overwhelming evidence some type of quantum criticality un-
derlies the power-law for the optical conductivity and T linear resistivity in the cuprates,
we demonstrate here how a scale-invariant or unparticle sector can lead to a unifying de-
scription of the observed scaling forms. We adopt the continuous mass formalism or multi
band (avor) formalism of the unparticle sector by letting various microscopic parameters
be mass-dependent. In particular, we show that an eective mass that varies with the
avor index as well as a running band edge and lifetime capture the AC and DC transport
phenomenology of the cuprates. A key consequence of the running mass is that the ef-
fective dynamical exponent can dier from the underlying bare critical exponent, thereby
providing a mechanism for realizing the fractional values of the dynamical exponent re-
quired in a previous analysis [1]. We also predict that regardless of the bare dynamical
exponent, z, a non-zero anomalous dimension for the current is required. Physically, the
anomalous dimension arises because the charge depends on the avor, mass or energy. The
equivalent phenomenon in a d + 1 gravitational construction is the running of the charge
along the radial direction. The nature of the superconducting instability in the presence of
scale invariant stu shows that the transition temperature is not necessarily a monotonic
function of the pairing interaction.
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1 Introduction
Since the development of marginal Fermi liquid phenomenology [2], quantum criticality
has been widely invoked to explain the observed power laws in both the DC [3{7] and
AC [8{13] transport properties of the copper-oxide superconductors. Because the underly-
ing system is strongly correlated, a microscopic description of the degrees of freedom that
are responsible for the quantum critical state is still lacking. The diculty in constructing
even a phenomenological theory of criticality in the cuprates is evident from the experimen-
tal observations of T  linear resistivity () and ! 2=3 scaling of the optical conductivity
((!)) for !  T . The standard (no anomalous dimensions, no hyperscaling violation)
implementation of single-parameter scaling places severe restrictions on the possible tem-
perature [14],  / T (2 d)=z , and frequency [15], (!) / !(d 2)=z dependences. Here d is the
spatial dimension and z the dynamical critical exponent. In both of these expressions, the
factor of 2 in the exponent arises because the conductivity is determined by two derivatives
of the action with respect to the vector potential whose scaling dimension is dA = 1. As is
evident, there is no accounting for both T  linear resistivity and the ! 2=3 simultaneously
by adjusting d and z.
While deviations from this can arise from the reduction of the eective dimensionality
(hyperscaling violation with an exponent  6= 0) through the presence of an additional
length scale [14] as in the presence of a Fermi surface and a non-integer dynamical expo-
nent [16], another distinct possibility is that the vector potential acquires [1] an anomalous
dimension, . Within single parameter scaling, this modies the scaling form of the con-
ductivity (at  = 0) to

















While the desired power law of  2=3 requires that 2=z =  2=3, this would fail to describe
both the Lorentz ratio result that 2=z =  1 [1] and T linear resistivity. Hence, within
single-parameter scaling, there is no consistent scaling analysis of the transport observables
even if an anomalous dimension is included in the current.
Nonetheless, progress can be made by invoking the presence of a multi scale or unpar-
ticle [17] sector. While there are numerous ways of formulating unparticles, the key insight
stems from the fact that models with a large number N of avors can, in the large N limit,
create scale invariant theories with unusual scaling exponents. The scaling emerges from
an interplay between the various avors; even if the individual avors themselves exhibit
scaling with canonical exponents the behavior of the system as a whole is very dierent
from the behavior of the individual avors. Phillips and co-workers [18, 19] developed the
continuous mass formulation of unparticles to address the general properties of the pseudo
gap phase of the cuprates, whereas [20] referred to the same construction as a \multi-band
model". The latter emphasizes the fact that dierent avors can be thought of as dierent
bands, with N standing for the number of bands in an energy region of interest. Scaling
properties of thermodynamic quantities and DC transport in these multi-band theories
have recently been studied in [20], whereas dynamical processes including AC transport
have been analyzed in [21].
In [20] the band edge M (that is the energy of the lower end of the band) and the charge
e of the carriers in the band were avor dependent. In contrast [21] took the eective mass
m and the charge as well as the relaxation time  to be avor dependent. In a relativistic
theory \band edge" (that is rest mass) and eective mass are the same thing, but in a
non-relativistic theory they are dierent concepts. For a simple free (parabolic) band the





and the eective mass m and the band edge M are now completely separate parameters.
While M carries dimension of energy under the standard non-relativistic scaling, m is
actually dimensionless. In this paper, we combine the analyses of [20, 21], and study the
most general multi-band model in which all four, M , m, e, and  vary between avors.
This general construction has many appealing features:
 In [20], where only M and e varied, the scaling dimensions of the free energy as
well as the background electromagnetic elds in the multi-avor model were already
dierent from those of the individual avors. This mismatch allowed for non-trivial
exponents  (the anomalous dimension for the energy density) and  (the anomalous
dimension for the charge density). The dynamical critical exponent z however was
inherited from the individual avors. In particular this meant that in order to realize
the scaling exponents  = 0,  =  2=3 and z = 4=3 that were shown in [1] to
give a successful t to the DC phenomenology of the cuprates, one needed to start
with z = 4=3 for the individual avors already, making it challenging to realize in
solids. Allowing m to vary as well allows to get dynamical critical exponent z for


















 Letting  vary as in [21] one can combine the phenomenology of [1] for DC trans-
port with the successful prediction of [21] of the AC conductivity. Because of the
relationship between  and the breaking of dieomorphism in gravity constructions,
our work here provides restrictions on the possible radial-dependence of the emergent
mass for the graviton.
We conclude our analysis with an analysis of the superconducting properties and show
explicitly how a running mass aects Tc.
2 DC properties
2.1 Review
The starting point for the analysis of [20] was a free energy density of the n-th individual
avors with band edge Mn, electric charge e(Mn), and dynamical exponent z as a function
of temperature T and background electro-magnetic elds , Ai given by:














That is, in the action for the individual avor e(Mn),  and Ai only appear in the com-
bination e(Mn) and e(Mn)Ai and so any dependence on e(Mn), Ai and  can only be
in this product form. In addition, this free energy has a scale invariance with dynamical
exponent z as long as one treats the dimensionful quantity Mn as a spurion | that is let
it scales as an energy itself.
The multi-band model is treated in the case where interavor interactions are not
present or are 1=N suppressed. It follows that dierent avors are decoupled in the large-N













Here g(M) is the density of levels in the sense that there are g(M)dM avors with band edge
between M and M+dM . Hence, the free energy density of the multi-band model is given by









































m0 and me carry the dimension of energy. The power with which they appear in g(M)
and e(M) respectively is determined by the fact that e(M) is dimensionless whereas g(M)
has dimension of energy 1.
The scaling properties of !tot can be determined without any knowledge of the actual
functional form of the free energy of the individual avors by simply tracking how m0 and
me appear in the nal answer. m0 only appears in g(M), so it multiplies !tot as an overall
prefactor m a0 . me only enters where e(M) appeared in the individual avor free energy.
That is it will only occur in the combination =mbe and Ai=m
b
e, and neither  nor Ai will
ever appear without me. In addition, we know that !tot will have to respect the underlying
scale symmetry under which me and mo scale as energies. These constraints together x























The dependence of the total free energy on T ,  and Ai corresponds to that of a scale
invariant theory with exponents
 =  az;  = bz; z = z: (2.7)
2.2 Flavor dependent velocities
The construction reviewed in the last subsection forces the multi-avor theory to have
the same dynamical critical exponent as the underlying single avor theory. In order to
separate these two exponents, it should be pretty clear that we need to make the speed of
the various avors dierent. If the individual avor had z = 1, this could be accomplished
simply by making the dimensionless speed of light v avor dependent. By dimensional
analysis,  and Ai dier in their dimensions by a factor of v and we would postulate a free
energy density per avor of the form














For z 6= 1 the velocity itself has dimension z  1. The free energy density can still be taken
of the form (2.8), but for z 6= 1 one has to keep in mind that in the end v will be a function
of T . In the z = 2 case the best way to parametrize the avor dependence of the velocity
is as a avor dependence of m. For z = 2 the velocity of an excitation of momentum p
is given by v(M) = p=m(M). The typical momentum in the system will be a non-trivial
function of  and T . The avor dependence however will be completely encoded in the
avor dependence of m. With this, the free energy density per avor takes the form














For a scale invariant theory, we need in addition to g(M) and e(M) also m(M) to take on





















Integrating over avors, we nd that the scaling of the total free energy can once more
to be worked out by tracking the appearance of m0, me and mm. The only dierence
to the prior result is that this time Ai will appear only in the combination Aim
f
m=mbe.























Comparing this with the denition of the exponents ,  and z according to which we
should have
[!] = d+ z   ; [] = z   ; [Ai] = 1   : (2.12)
The form (2.11) tells us that
z   bz = z   
z
z




d+ z   
z
(2.13)




;  = b
z
1 + zf
= bz;  = z
df   a
1 + zf
= (fd  a)z: (2.14)
We see explicitly that z is no longer equal to the bare dynamical exponent, z. Moreover,
a avor-dependent charge is the only mechanism by which the current can acquire an
anomalous dimension, .
An explicit micsoscopic theory for unparticles that produces an anomalous dimension





as a weighted sum over the currents for the M-dependent avor elds, it is clear that the
scaling dimension of the total current and the current for the individual avor elds will
dier. The total current is still a conserved quantity because by construction @j
 = 0.
Hence, in principle, an anomalous dimension for the current and charge conservation are not
necessarily contradictory. However, in the standard implementation of unparticles from a
quadratic action gauged with Wilson lines [22, 23], no anomalous dimension survives. This






where GU (p) has a non-trivial scaling dimension of the form, GU (p)  (p2) . Such
an action can be generated by a non-canonical kinetic energy [24]. Introducing gauging



























g (p; q) = g(2p + q)F(p; q) (2.18)
F(p; q) = iG
 1
U (p+ q)  iG 1U (p)
(p+ q)2   p2 : (2.19)









y(p  q)(p) (p; q) +O(A): (2.20)
Using the convention [p] = 1, it follows that [(p)] =  (d+ 2)=2 and [ ] = 2  1. From
the scaling of these quantities, the scaling dimension of the current is just [J(p)] =  1.
However, the recent mapping of unparticles onto massive gravity does permit an
anomalous dimension for the current. The essential idea in this construction [25] is to
introduce a gauge transformation,
A ! A + @G;
Ay ! Ay + @Ay G; (2.21)
which has a fractional derivative along one of the space-time coordinates, in this case the
mass coordinate or the AdS radius. This results in a eld strength,
F = 2@[A];
Fy = @Ay   @Ay A; (2.22)
and equations of motion
@
 p gF+ @Ay  p gF y = 0
@
p gF y = 0; (2.23)
which are satised only if all components of the vector potential acquire anomalous dimen-
sions. Consequently, the current also has an anomalous dimension. Hence, massive grav-
ity [25] oers an explicit methodology of constructing unparticles from which the anomalous
dimension is inherently manifest. An open question to resolve with this methodology are
the transport properties using the AdS dictionary.
2.3 Fitting the cuprates
We are now in a position to plug in numbers in order to reproduce the DC phenomenology
of the cuprates. As in [1], we assume the copper oxide planes are d = 2 dimensional.
Also, in order to realize the system in terms of non-relativistic electrons we assume that
the individual avors/bands have standard dynamical exponent z = 2. With these two
assumptions the exponents a, b, and f characterizing the avor dependence of the param-
eters in our multi-band model are completely xed by requiring that we reproduce the
phenomenologically preferred values z = 4=3,  =  2=3 and  = 0. We nd

















If instead we chose z = 1 for the individual avors we get
f =  1=4; a =  1=2; b =  1=2: (2.25)
Since the optical conductivity in the cuprates scales as ! 2=3, it might be tempting to
assume that the relevant exponent here is  =  2=3. However, we have pointed out
previously that such a choice for  would lead to ! 1 assuming that  = 0. Hence, it is
necessary to go beyond single-parameter scaling even if anomalous dimensions are allowed.
3 AC properties
In order to reproduce the universal ! 2=3 frequency dependence seen in the optical conduc-
tivity of the cuprates at large !, [21] introduced one more avor dependent quantity: the
lifetime (M). For the theory to have scaling properties, we once more have to postulate





Unlike e and m,  is dimensionful (with dimension of inverse energy) and so the power law
ansatz looks like that for g, rather than the ones for e and m. Also note, that the power law
we postulate for the lifetime has a qualitative dierent character from the power laws we
demanded for g(M), e(M) and m(M). The latter are properties of the distribution of the
avors. The physics of each individual avor is insensitive to the dimensionful constants m0,
me and mm that characterize these distributions. What was important in the derivation of
the previous sections was that the physics of the individual avors only was dependent on
a single dimensionful quantity M . While in our toy examples M was the band edge, all our
derivations really required was that it was the only intrinsic dimensionful scale on which the
physics of a single avor depends. What the power law (3.1) demands is that the depen-
dence of the lifetime of this individual avor on this scale M is a power law. So unlike the
previous power laws, which were requirements on the distributions of avors, (3.1) actually
makes assumptions about the dynamics of an individual avor. In order to highlight this
dierence we used a capital letter C for this exponent in order to highlight its qualitatively
dierent nature. As a consequence, the \new" scale m , has to be completely determined
in terms of the external parameters like T , Ai and . This is dierent from m0, me and
mm, which appeared as new dimensionful constants characterizing the avor distribution.
We speculate that the scaling of (M) with M is related to the massive gravity con-
structions [26, 27] in the context of AdS/CFT. In these holographic models, breaking of
dieomorphism invariance through the graviton acquiring a mass is the mechanism for
momentum relaxation. While energy is still conserved, momentum is not. As a result the
continuity equation for momentum is modied [28] to
@T
i =   1rel T ti (3.2)
where rel is a momentum relaxation time and is directly related to dieomorphism invari-

















time in the Drude conductivity is precisely rel [28]. Our speculation is that if the gravi-
ton mass varies or scales in some way along the radial AdS coordinate, rel should vary
accordingly at a given coordinate slice. Presumably we can take the band egde, M , in our
model to be the radial coordinate in the massive gravity model, (M) should be identied
with rel. Therefore, the exponent C is these massive gravity scenarios is determined by
the radial dependence of the graviton mass.





1  i!(M) : (3.3)
Here n(M) is the particle number density associated with the M -th avor. It is related by
n =  @! to the single avor free energy density from (2.9). In order to connect to the







Like (3.1), the power law (3.4) is a postulate on the dynamics of the individual avors and
the dimensionful quantity mn does not correspond to a new scale but needs to be entirely
determined in terms of , T and Ai. With this, the total conductivity then is given as a







1  i!(M) : (3.5)
The conductivity that follows from this expression is, by construction, consistent with the
scalings derived in the previous section as long as we keep in mind that the dimensionful
constants m and mn do not correspond to new scales but are xed in terms of Ai,  and T .
Postulating the Drude form in (3.5) is an additional dynamical assumption on the individual
avors and allows to make predictions for the AC behavior. A few additional comments are
in order to compare with [21]. In this work, all our M integrals always go from 0 to innity.
This way all quantities are genuinely scale covariant. [21] cuts o the mass integral at some
upper mass Mc. In this case the resulting exponents are identical to the ones we nd here,
but scaling is only valid at large frequencies. While the latter may be more realistic when
applied to real materials, for now we are interested in the intrinsic properties of the scale
invariant theory dened by the N !1 limit of our theory and keep the integral all the way
to innity. Maybe more importantly, [21] labels the avors by m, not M . In fact, the band
edge M does not appear at all in the Drude formula for the conductivity and so can be
ignored for this particular calculation (even though it does matter in the thermodynamic
considerations of the last section). The easiest way to compare our formulas here to [21]
is to set f = 1, in which case m  M and it doesn't matter whether we integrate over m
or M . Furthermore, [21] assumed constant n, that is A = 0. Substituting the power law





































x = !MC=mC+1 (3.8)






















a+ 2b  f +A
C
+ 1: (3.10)
Reassuringly this reduces to the expression in [21] for f = 1 and A = 0. To obtain the
experimentally relevant value of  = 2=3 given the parameters f = 1=4, a = 1=2 and
b =  1=2 or f =  1=4, a =  1=2 and b =  1=2 we found in the last section for z = 2
and z = 1 respectively we have to x the remaining exponents C and A to C = 9=4  3A
or C = 15=4  3A. These relations correspond to particular dynamical assumptions about
the individual avors.
4 Superconductivity
4.1 Scaling form of the spectral function
The goal of this section is to determine what is dierent about the superconducting insta-
bility in a model system with a large number of avors or a large number of bands. In
our previous work on superconducting instabilities in the presence of unparticles, we for-
mulated the problem entirely in terms of the scaling dimension of the propagator [18, 19].
No explicit mention was made of the mass-dependence of the charge, density of states, or
band edge and hence no immediate connection could be made with the results from the
scaling analysis of the AC and DC properties. It is this gap that we bridge in this section.
We consider a multi-band model with energy dispersion of the form
"(k;M) =  k
z
m(M)
M    (4.1)
where k is a magnitude of d-momentum,  is a positive constant, M is the band o-set,
(M) is a chemical potential, and m(M) is a band mass. The positive sign and negative
signs denote particle band and hole band, respectively. We will work with convention that
the dimension of the momentum is [p] = 1 and that of energy is [!] = [T ] = z. To take into




1One should note that for C < 0 innite M maps to zero x and vice versa, so that an extra sign is

















before, the chemical potential  is xed across all bands. The bands with M <  have nite
particle density, whereas the bands with M >  have vanishingly small particle density.
With this dispersion, the propagator of the band of mass M is given by
G(!; k;M) =
1
!   "(k;M) : (4.2)
Approximating the unparticle eld as an explicit sum over avors2









dMg(M)F (M)( +(x;M) +   (x;M)) (4.3)
where the density of level g(M) = M
a 1
ma0
and F(M) is an M-dependent coecient function




















The corresponding spectral function is
A(!; k) =   1





dMg2(M)F 2(M)((!   "+(k;M)) + (!   " (k;M)))
 A+(!; k) +A (!; k): (4.5)




dMg2(M)F 2(M)(!   "(k;M)): (4.6)
We rst consider A+. To integrate over the delta function, we look at the zero of the





 M +  = 0: (4.7)
or
Mf+1   (! + )Mf + mfmkz = 0: (4.8)
2This construction leads to the correct form for the unparticle propagator but does not account for


















It is clear that when !+  < 0, M has no positive real solutions. We introduce an ansatz,





). Substituting M into the equation above, one obtains
hf+1(x)  hf (x) + x = 0 (4.9)





. Suppose there exist positive real solutions to this equation, hi(x). In


















































A+(!; k) is zero when !+ < 0 or when eq. (4.9) does not have any positive real solutions.
For the case of A , the equation which gives the zero of the delta function is
Mf+1 + (! + )Mf + mfmk
z = 0: (4.11)
As opposed to the the case of A+, there are no positive real solutions for ! +  > 0. We
substitute in an ansatz, M = j! + jh( mfmkzj!+jf+1 ) and nd the same equation as eq. (4.9)




j!+jf+1 . Integrating over the delta function, one nds




















and A (!; k) is zero when ! +  > 0 or when eq. (4.9) does not have any positive real
solutions. From eq. (4.5), the total spectral function is
A(!; k) = A+(!; k) +A (!; k)




















The frequency ! +  > 0 part of A(!; k) comes from the particle band and the ! +  < 0
part comes from the hole band. This spectral function obeys the scaling form,






with A = 2a+ 2r   2 and k = f+1z .
As discussed in ref. [30], the spectral function with such scaling form violates the f-sum
rule. In the case of  = 0, we can see that the spectral sum
1Z
 1




















is not, in general, equal to 1. Here we scale ! ! !. It is then necessary to introduce
a cuto in the integral over M , namely, W . This cuto is an energy scale of the system,
for example the bandwidth. Returning to the integrals over the delta functions in A, we
nd that beyond the frequency j! + jh(mfm kzj!+jf+1 ) < W , the spectral function from
the continuous mass formalism is zero. Note that in the limit of large ! and f >  1,
h(mfm
kz
j!+jf+1 ) = 1. So the spectral function is cuto at W   . The actual spectral
function is the sum of the spectral function of the low energy theory - our multiband model
and the spectral function of the high energy theory involving interband processes.
We still need to make sure that the integral in eq. (4.4) converges. We avoided the
evaluation of this integral directly by taking its imaginary part. However, if the integral
does not converge, the unparticle propagator of eq. (4.4) has no meaning. The integrand
 MA 1 as M ! 1 and  MA+f as M ! 0. Therefore, the integral converges when
 1   f < A < 0 or 1 f2 < a + r < 1. The divergence from the upper limit is relaxed
because of the UV cuto discussed in the previous paragraph. So the integral converges
when A >  f   1 or a+ r > 1 f2 .
4.2 Superconducting instability
We now investigate a superconducting instability in a system of unparticles interacting with
a featureless s-wave interaction of the form, V (k k0) = wkwk0 where  is the coupling con-
stant and the occupation wk = 1 when 0 < (k) < !c and wk = 0 otherwise. The additional
problem of a superconducting instability between electrons interacting via an algebraic un-
particle interaction has also been considered [31]. Here (k) is some general function of unit
energy. The restriction 0 <  < !c means pairing can only occur between two unparticles,
each with energy less than the cuto energy, !c. In the case of the BCS theory, (k) is a
kinetic energy and !c is the Debye energy, !D. We can dene the dimensionless coupling as
g  N(0)(Volume) 1. N(0) is the density of states of (k) within the range 0 < (k) < !c
and is assumed to be constant. This assumption is reasonable if !c W .
The condition for the superconducting instability is the divergence of the pair suscep-




jwkj2G(!n; k)G( !n; k): (4.16)
Solving this equation, one will nd the relationship between the coupling constant  and the
















To understand more about the behavior of the solution to this equation, we calculate the
beta function dgd lnT [18, 30]. We scale out













































































x+ y   2~T
: (4.18)



















































tanh y2T + tanh
W 
2T
y +W    +
tanh y2T   tanh W+2T
y   (W + )

:
We use the fact that W  ; !c to simplify the expression in the last term. In the special
case of  = 0, the third term drops out. We left with
dg
d lnT





























The beta function we obtained here diers from the beta function in ref. [18] because of
the cuto, W, in the spectral function. Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) suggest that if the rst term,
the term of order O(g), domintates in some regions of (g; T ), the behavior of the solution
to eq. (4.17) is controlled by A = 2a + 2r   1. If A <  1, dgd lnT > 0, so Tc increases as
g increases. If A >  1, dgd lnT < 0, so Tc decreases as g increases. However, it turns out
that, the second and the third term in eq. (4.20) are not much smaller than the rst term.
So the criterion above, based on a comparison of A and  1, is not complete.
We demonstrate this behavior for the case of z = 2 and f = 1. We plot Tc vs. g using
eq. (4.17) for dierent values of A = 2a+2r 2 in gure 1. Here, we use !c = 0:1W and  =
0. We nd that when A >  0:5, dgd lnT is negative at small value of Tc and then becomes
positive at larger value of Tc. When A is below  0:5, dgd lnT is not negative at any Tc.
The existence of the negative slope dgd lnT < 0 is strongly related to the shape of the































(a) A = 0:5. (b) A = 0.
(c) A =  0:48. (d) A =  0:5.
(e) A =  0:7.
Figure 1. Plots of Tc vs. g using the full spectral function A = A+ +A . Note that for A <  0:5,
dg

















(a) A = 0:5. (b) A = 0.
(c) A =  0:5.
Figure 2. Plots of Tc vs. g using only the particle spectral function A+.
As discussed in ref. [18], with the appropriate form of the spectral function, the factor
x sech2x+y sech2y
x+y can be negative and outweigh the positive value in the (x; y) space. We nd
that it is possible to obtain a negative dgd lnT using the full spectral function A = A+ +A .
However, if we only use the spectral function from the particle band, A+,
dg
d lnT is always
positive as shown in gure 2.
5 Closing remarks
Using the unparticle construction, we have shown how the current acquires an anomalous
dimension from the an explicit avor-dependent charge. This is an explicit prediction of
this work. Further the unparticle construction leads to a power-law form for the scattering
rate that varies with z. We were able to x the value of this power law, C, by combining
the AC and DC transport data.
The superconducting behavior of the multiband model is controlled by the types of
bands that are being summed over and the scaling dimension of the resulting spectral
function, A. If only particle bands or only hole bands are used to construct the propagator,
the transition temperature Tc always increases with the coupling g, irrespective of the value

















it is possible to have a re-entrant behavior [30]. That is, Tc decreases with g at small Tc,
but increases with g at larger Tc (gures 1a, 1b, and 1c). This result suggests that matter
with scale invariant spectral functions needs to have the contribution from both particle
(! >  ) and hole (! <  ) and the value of A must be large enough, in order for the
re-entrant superconducting transition to appear. Since A = 2a+2r 2, only the exponent
a (the exponent in the density of level g(M)) directly controls the behavior of Tc vs. g. If
the coecient function F (M) depends on e(M), (M), m(M), etc., other exponents such
as b, C, and f can aect behavior of superconductivity through the exponent r.
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